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1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider Schrodinger operators H = -A + V in L2(R4), where 
V(x) = 0(1x1 -4) as 1x1 --t 00 for some /3 > 2. Some local singularities are 
permitted, except in the last section of the paper. The present paper is a 
continuation of [5,6], and results and techniques from both papers will be 
used. The results have some similarity to the results in L ‘(R “) (see 15 I), but 
also several new features. We refer to [5] for references to previous works on 
this problem, but note that [7, 9, 101 contain related results. 
We are concerned with the spectra1 properties of H in the low energy limit. 
The results are expressed in terms of asymptotic expansions for the resolvent 
R([)=(H-0-l as c-0. Let E(A) denote the spectra1 family for H. 
Asymptotic expansions for the spectral density E’(A) as /z 1 0 are also 
obtained, using E’(I) = (l/n) Im R(A + i0). As in I.5 ) we can obtain 
expansions of the scattering matrix S(n) as k 1 0. These results are of some 
interest since they lead to results on the scattering cross section. They will be 
given elsewhere. 
To give an asymptotic expansion one has to choose the asymptotic 
sequence; cf. 121. In some (exceptional) cases our choice differs from the one 
made by previous authors; see in particular [ 7, 9 1, where related problems 
are discussed. The expansion of R(c) is given in terms of products of powers 
of the functions [ and In i, and, when 0 is a resonance (see below), also the 
function (a --In 0 ‘. Here a is a constant depending on the potential V. The 
present choice has the advantage that it leads to a finite expansion with error 
o@“) for any N > 0, and the disadvantage that it depends on V through a. 
Depending on the nature of the point 0 in the spectrum of H the 
expansions take different forms. 0 can be an eigenvalue for H, or a zero 
resonance for H, or both. We have a zero resonance, if Hv = 0 has a 
solution in a space slightly larger than L’(R4). There is at most one (linearly 
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independent) zero resonance function modulo L2. Generically there is no 
zero resonance or zero eigenvalue. These results are similar to the results in 
L2(R3). 
In the regular case (no zero resonance or zero eigenvalue) the expansions 
take the forms 
+[21n@B:+~2R~+.... (1-l) 
as [-+O,Im~>O; 
E’(A) = AEy + I2 In AEi + A2Ey + . . . . (1.2) 
as 1 1 0. The coefficients in (1.1) and (1.2) can be found explicitly. 
Expressions for the leading coefficients are given. The expansions (1.1) and 
(1.2) are valid in operator norm in B(-1, s; 1, -s’) = B(H-iVS, HI,-“) with 
H m*s = H’“*S(R4) the weighted Sobolev space. There is a complicated relation 
between the order I of the expansion, and the required p and s, s’. Generally, 
expansion to a high order 1 requires large p and large s, s’. 
The expansions are more complicated in the remaining cases. As an 
example we give the leading terms when 0 is a resonance, but not an eigen- 
value. 
R(r)=r-‘(a-lnr)-‘C_,+CO+... 
as c-0, Im c>O; 
(1.3) 
1 
E’(A)= qn2+(a442) E-l+**. (l-4) 
as 1 1 0. Here a = a + ni and a is a real constant depending on V, see (3.5). 
In the last section results on the time-decay of wave functions are given. 
They are obtained from the formula 
(1.5) 
where Lj denotes the negative eigenvalues of H and Pj the corresponding 
eigenprojections. P, denotes the eigenprojection for eigenvalue 0. In order to 
obtain an asymptotic expansion of the left-hand side in (1.5) one has to 
strengthen the assumption on V, to exclude positive eigenvalues for H. We 
assume 
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for some c > 0 and ,8 > 2. To obtain asymptotic expansions from (1.5) and 
(1.2), (1.4) it is necessary to show that the high energy part of the integral in 
(1.5) does not contribute. The assumption on V is also needed for this. 
In the regular case (no zero resonance or zero eigenvalue) the left-hand 
side of (1.5) has an expansion 
as t--t 03 in B(0, s; 0, -s’). The coefficients can be found using (1.2). 
In the case of a zero resonance and no zero eigenvalue the leading term in 
the expansion is given by 
./ 
_)(, 
e - it.1 
L(n’ + (a - In A)‘) 
d/l&, +o(t ‘) 
as t--t co. The integral is O(l/ln t) as t --) co. 
These results have been applied to a problem in euclidean quantum field 
theory [ 11 1. Further applications are in preparation. 
After completion of the manuscript we were informed of the work of 
Murata 1121, which gives slight improvements of the conditions imposed on 
the potential here. 
2. THE FREE RESOLVENT 
The basic Hilbert space is YY = L2(R4). Let i ‘(R’) denote the tempered 
distributions. We use the weighted Sobolev space Hm.S(R4) = H”‘.’ given by 
Hm-$(R4) = (f~ .9 ‘(R4)l IlflI,,, = 11(1 + x*)~‘* (1 - d)m’?fl/I, < co }. 
An equivalent norm is given by 
llfll;., = ll(l -4”‘2 (1 + X2Y2fll,P 
( ., .) is used to denote the inner product on X, and also the natural duality 
between H”*’ and H-“,-‘. B(m, s; m’, s’) denotes the bounded operators 
from Hm3” to Hm’*“’ with the operator norm, and B,(m, s; m’.s’) the 
subspace of compact operators. 
The Fourier transform is given by 
(F-u)(<) = u”(r) = (27~)’ i e-ia~5~(~) dx 
and is a bounded map from Hm3” to H”.“‘. 
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Let H, = --A in Z and let R,(c) = (H, - C)-’ be the free resolvent. It is 
well known that R,(C) is given by 
where we write T: k&y) to show that the operator T has the integral kernel 
k(x, y). Here Hi”(r) is the first Hankel function. Using the expansion for 
Hi”(z) from [ 1, 6 ] we obtain formally an asymptotic expansion 
R,(<) = f 2 ij(ln @ G,;. 
j=O k=O 
(2.1) 
The operators Gf are given by their integral kernels. Let us define 
cj= (4n)-q-4)‘~j((j- I)! .j!)-‘, j> 1. (2.2) 
We then have 
G,O: (47~~)~’ /x -~l-~. (2.3) 
For simplicity we write Go = Gi. We have 
G;=O. (2.4) 
For j > 1 we have 
G)': cj( Y(j) + Y(j + l)}lx -y12jp2 
- 2cjIn((x -y//2)1x -y12jm2 
+ i7cCj (x -y12j-2; 
Gj: -cjlx -~l”-~. 
Y is the digamma function; see [ 11. 
LEMMA 2.1. (i)Fors>O,s’>O,s+s’>2wehave 
Go E B(-1, s; 1,-s’). 
(ii) For j > 1, k = 0, 1, s, s’ > 2j we have 
G;EB(-1,s; 1,-s’). 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
ProojI See [6; Lemma 2.31. 1 
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LEMMA 2.2. We have in B(-1, s; 1, -s’) the asymptotic expansion 
(2.7) 
as < + 0. Here ~(0) = 0, p(l) = 1 for I> 1, and s, s’ are assumed to satisfy 
1” for/=O:s,s’>f,s+s’>$; 
2O for I > 1: s, s’ > 21. 
Proof. The proof given in [6] in dimensions m > 5 is valid also for 
m=4. fl 
Remark 2.3. The expansion (2.7) contains a term C’Gy which should be 
absorbed in the error term. We write the expansion in the form (2.7) to avoid 
a cumbersome notation. 
It is convenient to use the notation 
N m.s+o _ - u H”‘-l; H”.” 0 = n H”-‘. 
t>s t.: 5 
Hm.Y*O and Hm.S-0 are considered as algebraic vector spaces. No topologies 
are introduced. 
LEMMA 2.4. H,G,u = v for v E H-‘Soto. G,H,u = u. ifu E H”.-’ and 
H,u E Hi-‘-‘+‘. 
Proof Let v E H-‘9oto. For 4 E CF(R4) we have (H,G,v, p> = 
(0, G,H,4) = (v, $), h ence H,G,v = u. Let u E Ho.-‘, H,u E H-““‘. 
Then G,H,u E H’*-2, and by the first part H, Go H,u = H,u, or 
H,(G, H,u - u) = 0. Hence Go H,u - u is a harmonic function. But any 
harmonic function in Hoqp2(R4) is identically zero. a 
LEMMA 2.5. Let v E HP’,‘, 2 <s < 3, sati& (c, 1) =O. Then 
Got> E H’*“-* 
Proof: Let us first prove that u E H”*S, 2 < s < 3, (u, 1) = 0, implies 
G,u E H”,S-2. We have G,u = G,u, where Go is given by 
- 1 
( 
1 1 
G”:4n2 lx-y12 - 1 +(x12 ’ 1 
One can easily establish the following estimate (X # y), 
1 1 1 1 
Ix--yj2 - 1 +(x(2 1+1x1 lx-# (l +Iv’) 
1 
+ 1 + Ix12 lx--yl2 
’ (l+l~I’)). (2.8) 
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The expression (2.3) and Lemma 2.1(i) imply G,u = G,u E H”‘SP2 for any s, 
2 < s < 3. (1 -d) G,u = G,u + ZJ E Ho+* shows that G,u E HZ+‘. To 
prove the lemma we set u = (1 - d))“2 ZI. Then u E H”*S, and (u, 1) = 
((1 -A)-“* z), 1) = 0. Hence G,u E HZ+*, and G,v = G,(l -A)‘/’ u = 
(1 -A)“* G,u E HI,‘-*. 1 
LEMMA 2.6. Let u, v E H-‘q2to satisfy (u, 1) = 0 and (v, 1) = 0. Then 
one has 
(G;u, v) = (G,u, G,v). 
P~OOJ Let us first assume u, u E H-lq4+‘, (u, 1 
Lemma 2.2(i) gives 
>=o, (%I 
R,(C) = Go + C ln 09: + 03: + W’ ln C) 
(as i- 0) in B(-1, s; 1, -s’) for s, s’ > 4. Using (2.6) we get 
(Gh u> = Fz + ((R,(C) - Go) u, u> 
- - - 
= IPI I 
L U^(P) V (^P> dp 
= (G,u, G,u). 
) = 0. 
We used dominated convergence as [-+ 0 with [ < 0. Note that 2, 
D E C2(R4), and u^(O) = G(O) = 0. Let us now assume u, u E H-‘*‘+‘. Then 
Gyu E H13-2-0, so (Gyu, v) is defined. Also, G,u E H1,oto, G,v E H”“‘, 
when u, v E H-‘q2+0 are both orthogonal to 1. Hence (G,u, G,v) is defined. 
Choose s > 2 such that u, v E H-l,‘. We can find sequences {un}, {v,}, u,, 
u,ES“(R4) such that (u,, l>=O, (u,, 1)=0 for all n, and u,+u, v,-+u, 
in H-l,“. 
(Gyu, v) = lim (Gyu,,, v,) n-cc 
and the above result can be applied for each n to give (Gy u,, un) = 
(Gou,, Gou,). Using the estimate (2.8) we find G,u, -+ G,u, Gou, + G,v in 
Ho,‘. This proves the result. 1 
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Remark 2.7. The lemma and (2.6) imply that the operator with kernel 
-ln(f 1 x - ~1 I) is positive definite on functions orthogonal to 1 (conditionally 
positive definite). A different proof of this fact was given in [ 7 1. 
3. THE POINT 0 IN THE SPECTRUM OF H 
We consider H = H, + V (quadratic form sum) where V is assumed to 
satisfy 
V is multiplication by a real-valued 
function such that 
V: H’.’ + HP’,” is compact for 
some /3 > 2. 
(3.1) 
The statement (3.1) implies V: H’.” + H-‘,‘*I) compact for any s E R. 
because V commutes with multiplication by (1 + x’)~~‘. 
Our results can be extended to non-local operators V such that V is a 
symmetric operator in P. V is compact from H’*’ to HP ‘*6. /3 > 2, and V 
extends to a compact operator from H’*-4 to H I,‘. Some of the results will 
require a slightly larger/I in the non-local case. 
Lemma 2.1 (i) and (3.1) imply G,VEB,(~, --s; 1, -s) and 
VG,EB,(-l,s;-l,s)foranys,O<s<P.WedefineforO<s<jI 
.H= {j-E H’%-SI(l + G,V)f= 01. 
.a’= (gEH-“SI(l + VG,)g=O}, 
and note that ,JY, ~ + are independent of s for 0 < s < /3, because IN is 
monotonically increasing with s, .d. is monotonically decreasing with s; ~ R. 
_ t are dual to each other, and finite-dimensional (cf. [5, 61). Thus we have 
e-f c H’yo-o. J.c H- 1.2+0 
Generically & = .N‘ = (0). More precisely, consider for real K the family 
of operators H(K) = Ho + KV. Then A(K) =, @-(K) = {O}, except for a 
discrete set of K. This follows from the compactness of Go V and VG,. 
LEMMA 3.1. (Ho + V).N = {0}, and both Ho and V are injective on I 4 
onto 4 -. Go is injective on . 9” onto ,A, and is inverse to H,. 
Proof. Let u E~H, Then u E H’,‘--‘, and Vu E H--1’4po c H-1*2* “. 
0 = V( 1 + Go V) u = (1 + VG,) Vu, so Vu E ..4 ‘. Also, H,(l + Go V) u = 
(H,+ V)u=O by Lemma2.4, henceH,u=-VuE.f’. 
J”W,“, ‘2 6 
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To see H, = --V is injective on A it suffices to note that a non-zero 
harmonic function on R4 cannot belong to H’,‘-‘. Then dim(M) = 
dim(J) < co shows that Ho = -I/ maps .M onto J”. 
If VEX, O=G,(l + VG,)v=(l +G,V)G,u, u E H-‘,*f”, so 
G,v E H’*‘-‘, and hence G,u E J, u = H,G,v by Lemma 2.4. Thus Go 
maps M onto A and is inverse to Ho. @ 
LEMMA 3.2. For each s E (0,2] the null space of Ho + V in H’+-S 
coincides with A?. 
Proof. Lemma 3.1 shows that this null space contains& Conversely, 
suppose (Ho + V) u = 0, u E HIqmS, 0 < s < 2. Then H,u = -Vu E H-l*oPs 
c H-‘.o+o. Since u E HI,-‘, Lemma 2.4 shows that u = G,H,u = -Go Vu, 
hence u E J. 1 
We let PO denote the orthogonal projection in &” = Ho,’ = L* onto the 
eigenspace for eigenvalue 0 for H. If 0 is not an eigenvalue, we set PO = 0. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let u E AC Then u E Ho” if and only if v = H,u = -Vu is 
orthogonal to 1. In this case actually u E H’,‘-‘. In particular, we have 
PO Vl = 0. 
ProoJ We have u = G,v in any case. If (u, 1) = 0, and if s E (2,3), 
u E H-ITS implies u = G,v E H’,‘-* (see Lemma 2.5), hence u = -Vu E 
H-1,s-2+8 = HP’*‘+’ with 6 =/3 - 2 > 0. Since v E Xc H-1v2to, this 
shows, via a bootstrap argument, that u E H-IS3 and u E H”‘-O. 
Conversely, let u E Ho*’ nM. u = H,u =-Vu E H-1y2fo. Then ~7 
(Fourier transform of v) is continuous, and t?(p) = IpI* 6(p). Since 
u E Ho,’ = L2(R4), it is necessary that r?(O) = 0, or (v, 1) = 0. 1 
THEOREM 3.4. The geometric null space, A, coincides with the algebraic 
null space of the operator 1 + Go V in H’*-“, 0 c s c p. Thus there exists a 
projection operator Q, and a linear operatorK in H1’-stO, both in 
B(1, -s; 1, -s)fir 0 < s < /3, such that 
Q” = Q, QK=KQ=O, 
(1 +G,V)Q=Q(l +G,V)=O, 
(1 +G,V)K=K(l +G,V)= 1-Q. 
Similar results hold for the null space JV of 1 + VG, with Q and K replaced 
by Q* and K*, respectively. 
Proox The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 4.3 in [6], if we use 
Lemma 3.1. 1 
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LEMMA 3.5. We have the following results for the operators from 
Theorem 3.4. 
(i) H,Q = Q*H,, VQ = Q*V, QG, = G,Q*. 
(ii) VK = K* V, KG,, = G,K*. 
Proof The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.5 in 1.51. ! 
By Lemma 3.3, P,Ho9’ c H’s’po. Let (w,,) be an L 2-orthogonal basis for 
P Ho9’. Then PO = C ( ., w,) w,, and therefore PO extends to an operator 
frim H-l,-‘+0 to Hl,l-0. Also POE B(-1, --s; -1, s’) for any s, s’ < 1. 
Hence the operator PO VGY VP, is a well-defined bounded operator on If’.‘. 
LEMMA 3.6. PO VGY VP, = PO. 
Proof. We have, by Lemma 3.3, PO Vl = 0. Let u, v E Hoqo. Using 
Lemma 2.6 we get 
(PO VG; VP,u, v) = (G; VP, u, VP, v) = (Go VP, u, Go VP, v) 
= (P,u, P,v). 
In the last step we used (1 + Go V) PO = 0. 1 
In analogy with the three-dimensional case we call any u E N with 
(Vu, 1) # 0 a zero resonance function. Lemma 3.3 shows that 
dim(. JY/P~H~~~) < 1, so there is at most one (linearly independent) zero 
resonance function modulo L 2-functions. 
Lemma 2.1 shows that VGY V E B( 1, --s; -1, s) for any s satisfying 
s < /I - 2. Using the properties of PO given above and Lemma 3.6 we see that 
PO VGY V is a projection operator, and PO VGY V E B( 1, -s; 1, -s) for s, 
-1 < s < /? - 2. Since the range of PO is contained in EM, we have QP, = P,, 
with Q from Theorem 3.4. Hence also PO VGY VQ is a projection operator. 
bounded on H’*-$, 0 < s < /?- 2. Let us define the following three 
projections in B( 1, -s; 1, -s) 0 < s ( /I - 2. 
Qo=l-Q 
Q,=(l -P,VG; V)Q 
Q2 = PO I/G; VQ. 
(3.2) 
They satisfy 
QjQ, = aj/cQ,l j, k = 0, 1, 2, 
Qo + Q, + Q2 = 1 (identity in H’.-‘). 
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As shown above Q,H”-” is at most one-dimensional, If Q, # 0, choose 
tyE Q,H’q-S with (Vty, 1) = 4n. 1/1 is called the canonical zero resonance 
function. 
If Q = 0, 0 is called a regular point. If Q # 0, 0 is called an exceptional 
point. We distinguish between the following three cases, as in the three- 
dimensional case 151. If Q, #O, Q2=0 (Q, =O, Q,#Oo; Q, ~0, Q,#O), 0 
is said to be an exceptional point of the first (second; third) kind for H. 
In the following lemmas we assume 0 < s < /? - 2, and consider operator 
equations in B(l,--s; 1, -s) and B(-1,s; -1, s). We assume Q, #O and 
Q2 # 0. If one or both are equal to zero, the statements involving these 
operators should be omitted. 
LEMMA 3.7. 
(1 +G,V)Qj=O, j= 1, 2, (3.3) 
Q;V(l +G,V)=O, j= 1, 2. (3.4) 
Proof. Equation (3.3) follows from the definition of Qj and Theorem 3.4. 
QF V(l + G, V) = Q,*(l + VG,) V, so (3.4) follows from (3.3) by taking 
adjoints. 1 
LEMMA 3.8. 
Qf VG; VQ2 = 0, Q; VG; VQ, = 0, 
Q,* VG; VQ2 = 0, Q,G: VQz = 0, Qf VG; VQ, = 0. 
Proof. P, Vl = 0 by Lemma 3.3. Then (2.6) shows G: VQ2 = 0. By 
duality Qf VG: = 0. I 
LEMMA 3.9. 
Q: VG; VQ, = 0, QT VG; VQ, = 0. 
Proof. Let u, u E H’*-‘. (Q; VG: VQ,u, 0) = 0-i’ VQ,u, Q,v> = 
c(VGy V~I, P,Q,v) = c(P, VGY VW, QZv) = 0 by the choice of 1/1 and 
P,Q, = Q,. The other result follows by similar arguments. 1 
LEMMA 3.10. (i) Q,(l + G, V) Q, is invertible in B(QOH1’-S) with 
inverse K. 
(ii) Q: V{(ln [) Gi + Gy} VQ, is invertible in B(QIH’,-“, Q:H-I’“) 
for [ sufficiently small, with inverse (a - In t;)- ‘( ., w) v/, where 
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a= 1 -2y+;rri-(4x)-* J’j’In(fix-~71) . . 
x (W>(X)(W)(Y) dx dq’ (3.5 1 
(y is Euler’s constant). We also write a = a + xi. 
(iii) Q, VGY VQ2 = QF Q,, and is invertible in B(QZHi.-‘. Qf H I,‘). 
Furthermore Q,(Qf Q,) ’ Qz = P,. 
Proof. Statement (i) follows from Theorem 3.4. To prove (ii) note that w 
is a basis for Q,H’*-S. We have normalized li/ by (Vy/, 1) = 471. Let 4 be a 
basis for QFH -‘,‘, dual to w, so (4, w) = 1. Then Q, = ( ., @) v/ and QT = 
( . . ii/j 4. The expressions (2.5) and (2.6) imply QT V( In CC] + G:} VQ, = 
(a ~ In <)( ., d) & with 
a= Y(l)+ Y(2)-(47r-’ )~~‘In(fI.-?.~) 
x (Vty)(x)( VW) y) dx dy + in. 
Y is the diagamma function (see 11 I), so Y’(l) + Y’(2) = 1 ~ 2y, 1/ Euler’s 
constant. For < sufficiently small u - In [ # 0. ( ., 4) 0 is invertible with 
inverse (.. w) v. This proves (ii). 
To prove (iii) let ( vj} be an L*-orthonormal basis for QzH’. -’ = P,,L’. 
Let ( $i) be the dual basis in Qf H-l*‘. such that (gi, v/~) = di,. Then 
Qz = ( . . @i> v,j, Q; = C ( . . YQ> cj and P, = C ( ‘, Wj) Vi. P,, Q2 = Q2 and 
Lemma 3.6 imply Qf VGY VQ, = QF Qz. A computation shows Qf Q2 = 
~(~.~i)Oi. Hence Q,(Q~Q,))‘Q~=X(.. yi)yi=P,,. 1 
4. EXPANSION OF (1 +R,,(c) V) 'FOR SMALL < 
As a first step in obtaining various asymptotic expansions we consider the 
operator (1 + R,(c) V)- ‘. Using the expansion for R,(i) we have formally 
I + R,(C) v= I + 2 x ii@ Ok Gf V 
.j-0 k-0 
as < + 0. This leads to an expansion of (1 + R,)(i) V) ~’ which formally can 
be written in the form 
(1 + R,(c) V)-’ = 2 2 [j(ln [)k C). 
j-m , k ,-x 
It turns out that this expansion is not very useful when 0 is an exceptional 
point. To get an asymptotic sequence of functions (cf. 121), we use products 
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of powers of c, In [, and (a - In 0-i. a given by (3.5) depends on V. This 
choice allows us to give finite expansions with error term o(A”) for any 
N> 0. 
General results are given in the regular case. Specific finite expansions are 
given in the three exceptional cases. It is clear from the proofs given in the 
three exceptional cases that expansions to any order can be obtained. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let 0 be a regular point for H. 
(i) Assume /3 > $, 4 < s < p - f. We then have in B(l, --s; 1, -s) the 
expansion 
as c-+ 0. 
(l+R&)V)-‘=(l+G,V)-‘+0(l) 
(ii) Assume 121, /3>41, 21<s<p-21. We then have in B(l,-s: 
1, -s) the expansion 
(1 + R,(C) v)-’ = i i Q(ln @ Cj” + o([‘(ln [)‘) 
j=O k=O 
(4.1) 
as C-+ 0. 
(iii) We have the following expressions for the first few coefJicients. 
Write X= (1 + G,V)-‘. 
c;=x, 
C; = -XG; VX, 
C; = -XG; VX, 
C; = XG; VXG; VX, 
C; = -XG; VX + XG; VXG; VX + XG; VXG; VX, 
C; = -XG; VX $ XG; VXG; VX. 
Remark 4.2. (i) In (4.1) the terms [‘(ln c)‘-j Cl-j, j = 1, 2 ,..., I, should 
be absorbed in the error term o([‘(ln c)‘). We have chosen the form (4.1) to 
avoid a complicated notation; cf. Remark 2.3. 
(ii) We can find any Cf explicitly, although the expressions for higher 
order Cf are very complicated. 
Proof We prove (ii). The proof of (i) is similar and is omitted. Let I> 1 
be given and assume /I > 41, 21< s < /3 - 21. Lemma 2.2 implies that we have 
in B( 1, -s; 1, -s) the expansion 
ltR,(~)V=l+G,V+~ln~G~V+~G~V 
a - .t [’ In [Gi V - C’GY V t o(C’ In c) 
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as [ + 0. When 0 is a regular point for H, 1 + G, V is invertible. Thus for 
small i, 1 + R,(C) V is invertible, and the inverse can be computed using the 
Neumann series. This gives the expansion (4.1). The expressions in (iii) 
follow from the Neumann series and some simple computations. 1 
LEMMA 4.3. Let 0 be an exceptional point of the first kind for H. 
Assume/I>12 and 6<s<&-6. We then have in B(l,-s;l.-s) the 
expansion 
(1 +R,(i) W’ 
=i ‘(a-Ini))’ (., Vyl)yl+K 
-(a-ln~))‘ln~((~,V~)KG~Vy/+(~,K*VGfV~)~) 
-(~-~~~)~‘((~,V~)KG~V~+(~,K*VG~*VI,Y)W) 
+ (a - In [))’ (ln <)’ (VKG! VW, G] Vv)( . . VW) I,Y 
+ (a-In [))’ In <((Gi VKGY + Gy VKGI - G:) Vty, Vty)( ., VW) w 
+ (a - In i)-’ ((Gy VKGY - Gi) VW, Vw>( ., VW) Y 
+ O(C(ln 0”) 
as c-0. 
Remark 4.4. Expanding (a -In 0)’ in all but the leading term we 
obtain 
(1 +R,([) V))‘=i-‘(a-ln<)-’ (., Vty)y+K 
+ (., Vu/> KG: VY + (., K*VG; VW> Y 
+(VKGIVY,G~VY)(..YW)~+O(~~ 
as [- 0. 
Proof: Assume /? > 12 and 6 < s < p - 6. We then have from Lem- 
ma 2.2(i) 
1 +R,([) V= 1 +G,V+[lnCG:V+iGyV 
+ <’ In CC: V + i*Gy V + O([’ In [) 
as &+ 0. The expansion is obtained by using Lemma 3.12 from [5 1. We 
define the following spaces and operators. 
$ = p=HI.-‘, X = Q,,.S@ Q,,P’, Y=Q,g@QQ:H-‘.’ 
A = 1 + R,(C) V, B = (Q,, t-"'Q,) 
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B: X -+ .Z is surjective and C: W + Y is injective; see Lemma 3.1. Define 
A = CAB. If A is invertible, Lemma 3.12 from [5] implies that A is inver- 
tible, and A -’ = BA - ‘C. To show that A is invertible for small [ we first 
write the expansion of A, using matrix notation. 
A,, = Q,(l + G,, V> Q, + WC ln 0 
A,, = [“* In [Q,,Gi VQi + cl’*QoGy I’Q, + O(c3’* In 4) 
A,, = [I’* In [QT VGf VQ, + [“*QT VGY P’Q, + O(r3’* In i) 
A,, = In [QT VG: VQ, + QT VG! VQ, + i ln CQT I’G: VQ, 
+ CQF VGi VQ, + O(C’ ln 0 
Write A = D + S with D given by 
D = 
t 
Qdl + Go VI Qo 0 
0 QT V{ln [G: + Gy} VQ, 1 * 
Lemma 3.10 shows that D is invertible. 
We have the following estimate for S, 
s = 
t 
Win i) O([“* In [) 
O([“* In [) O(C ln 0 ’ 
Thus ]D’S]] + 0 as [-+ 0, and A is invertible for small 5. The inverse can 
be found using the Neumann series. To obtain the result in the lemma we 
need the first three terms in the Neumann series, 
A-’ = D-’ - D-‘SD-’ + D-‘SD-‘SD-’ - . . . . 
We have A ’ = BA ‘C. This gives the result in the lemma after some 
elementary computations, which are omitted. 1 
LEMMA 4.5. Let 0 be an exceptional point of the second kind for H. 
Assume p > 12 and 6 ( s CD- 6. We then have in B(l,-s; 1,-s) the 
expansion 
(1 +R,,([) V)~‘=i~‘P,V-lnrP,VG:VP,V+K 
- KG; VP, V - P, VG: VK - P, VG; VP,, V 
+ P, VGY VKGY VP, V + O(c(ln c)‘). 
as [- 0. 
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Proof Lemma 2.2 gives the following expansion in B(1. --s; 1, -s). 
1 +R,,(()v= 1 +G,V+itniGi V+iGyV 
+ (* In CC: V + i*Gi V + o(i” In c). 
To apply Lemma 3.12 from 15 ] we need the definitions 
X = p’=H’. ‘, X=Q,X’@Q,,g. Y=Qo K @QTH ‘*’ 
A = 1 + R,,(i) v, B = (Qo, i- “*Q2), C=( 
B: X + % is surjective and C: ,g --t Y is injective; see Lemma 3.1. A = CAB 
is written in matrix notation. Using Lemmas 3.7 and 3.8 we have the 
expansions 
A,, = Q,,(l + G, V> Q, + WC In i) 
A,,z = i’ ‘*QO Gy VQ, + O(c3’2 In i) 
AI,, = [“‘Q$ P’GY VQO + O(i”‘* In i) 
A,, = Q; VGY VQ2 + 5 In <Q; VG: VQ, + CQ? VG! VQ2 + G(i’ ln i). 
Write A = D + S, where D is given by 
Qdl + G, V Qo 
D=t 0 
0 
1 QT VG:VQ, 
Lemma 3.10 implies that D is invertible, and 
We have the following estimate for S, 
s = Win 0 W”) 
i 1 W”‘) O(Cln 4) ’ 
Hence A is invertible, and the inverse can be computed using the Neumann 
series. The expansion in the lemma requires the first three terms: 
A -’ = BA -‘C then gives the expansion in the lemma. Details of the 
computations are omitted. m 
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LEMMA 4.6. Let 0 be an exceptional point of the third kind for H. 
Assume /I > 12 and 6 < s </I-- 6. We then have in B(1, --s; 1, -s) the 
expansion 
(1 + R,(C) VI-’ 
=r-‘P,V+r-‘(a-lnr)-I(., Vw)w 
-ln~,VG~VP,V+K 
- P, VG; VP,, V - KG; VP, V - P, VG; VK 
+ P, VG; VKG: VP, V 
+ (a-In 5))’ In C(-( a, VW) KG: VW 
-(.,K*VG:Vy/)p(~,VP,,VG:V~)~ 
- ( ., Vy) P, VG; VW + ( ., VP, VG; VKG f Vty) y 
+(., VW)P,VG:VKG:VI/IJ , 
+ (u-In t;>-’ (In C)’ (VKG; VW, Gi VW><., VW) w 
+(a-InO)’ (-(.,V~)KG~VW-(*, VKG?Vv)yl 
- (., VP,, VG;* Vty) v - (., Vv/)P,, VG; VW 
+ ( ., VP, VG(: VKG’: by) tp + ( ., VW) P, VG; VKG: VW) 
+ (a - In C)-’ In (((GI VKGY + Gy VKGi - Gi> Vy/, VW>{ .3 VW) w 
+ (a - In 0)’ ((Gy VKGY - Gt) VW, VV>(.~ VW> v 
+ Win 0”) 
as [- 0. 
Remark 4.7. An expansion with an error term O(1) is obtained by 
expanding all but the first term containing (a - In [)-I. The result is 
(1 +R,(&J V)~‘=r-‘P,V+r-‘(a-lnr)~’ (=, Vtq)y 
-ln~,VG~VP,V+O(I) 
as C- 0. 
ProoJ: The proof is similar to the proofs of Lemmas 4.3 and 4.5. We 
omit the details, I 
5. EXPANSION OF R(r) FOR SMALL < 
In this section we obtain expansions for R(C) as C-+ 0 by combining the 
results in Sections 2 and 4, using the second resolvent equation, R(i) = 
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(1 +&do W’ R,(r). w e use the function (a - In 5) ’ and its powers in the 
asymptotic expansions when 0 is an exceptional point for H. We give a 
general result in the regular case, and specific tinite expansions in the excep- 
tional cases. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let 0 be a regular point for H. Assume I> 1. p > 41, 
S, S’ > 21. We then have in B(-1, s: 1, -s’) the expansion 
I i 
R(C) = x 1 i’(ln i)’ B) + o(i’(ln 5)‘) (5.1) 
as < --) 0. We have the following expressions for the first few coefftcients. Let 
X = (1 + G,, I’) ‘, X” = (1 + VG,,) ‘. 
B;; = XG,, 
B; = XG;X” 
B’; = XG:‘X* 
B; = -XG; VXG) X* 
BI,=XG’X”-XGfVXG’fX*-XG:‘VXG;X” 2 
B; = XG;X* -XC; VXG:‘X*. 
&?e;a;k,j!. jt) PO; an expansion with a given 1 the terms 
n / i ; ;. , ,..., 1. should be absorbed in the error term; cf. 
Remarks 2.3 and 4.2. 
(ii) Explicit formulas can be found for any B). Higher order coef- 
ficients are very complicated. 
Proof. R(c) = (1 + R,(i) V)-’ R,,(i), Lemma 2.2, and Lemma 4.1 show 
that we have an asymptotic expansion. The coefficients are found by 
multiplying the expansions from Lemmas 2.2 and 4.1. Using VXG, = 1 - X* 
(see Lemma 3.5) we obtain the expressions for the coefficients in the 
theorem. We omit the straightforward computations. m 
THEOREM 5.3. Let 0 be an exceptional point of the first kind for H. 
Assume b > 12, s, s’ > 6. We then have in B(-1, s: 1, -s’) the expansion 
R(i)=-i~‘(a-Inr)-‘(.,W)~ 
+ (4x)--’ ((.> w>Kl + (*,Kl) vl) 
+KG,,+((Vw&-(47c)-*(WC 1, 1 )K . . w> v 
(5.2) 
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Remark 5.4. Higher order expansions with explicit coefficients can be 
obtained with our technique. See Remark 6.3 for one further result. 
Proof: We obtain an expansion for R(c) from Lemma 2.2, Remark 4.4, 
and the second resolvent equation 
R(i)=i-‘(a-Ini)-’ (.,G,VY)Y 
+(K+(.,Vy)KG:Vy+(.,K*VGJVy)y 
+ (VKG: VW Gi VW>{., VW) v/l G, 
G, Vyl= --v/. This gives the leading term. For the constant term we use 
(a - In [))’ In C = -1 + O(l/ln [) to obtain 
KG, + (1, G, VI/I) KG; Vy/ + ( ., G,K*VG; VI/J> y 
+ (VKG: Vy, G; VW>{ . . G,, VW) y - (.. G; VY) y. 
Theorem 3.4 and Lemma 3.5 imply 
G,,K*V=K(1tG,,V)-K=l-Q-K. 
We have from (2.6) G; = -c,(., 1) I and also (VW, I} = (c,)’ ‘. Thus the 
constant term can be written 
KG,, + (c,)“’ (( ., w> Kl + (., K1) w) 
-c,(VKl, 1X.3 w) w-(CA” (.,Ql>w. 
Using Lemma 3.1 we can write 
Q=Ww-‘C, VY>W. 
This gives the expression for the constant term, if we use c, = (4~) ‘. 1 
THEOREM 5.5. Let 0 be an exceptional point of the second kind for H. 
Assume p > 12 and s, s’ > 6. We then have in B(-1, s; 1, -s’) the expansion 
R(r) = -<-‘P, + In 5p, VG: VP, 
+ KG, - QG, + KG: VP, + P, VG;K* 
+ P, VG; VP, -P, VG: VKG; VP,, 
+ o(C(ln C)‘) (5.3) 
as r-+ 0. 
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Proof: Lemmas 4.5 and 2.2 give 
R(i) = -C-‘P, + In @‘,, VG: VP, + KG, + KG: VP,, 
- P, VG; VKG, + P, VG; VP,, -P, VG; VKG; VP,, 
+ In CT’,, VG; + P, P’G’: + O(C(ln i)*), 
where we used P, VG, = -P,. We have P, VG; = 0, because P, Vl = 0 (see 
(2.6) and Lemma 3.3). Using Lemma 3.5 and Theorem 3.4 one obtains 
-P, VG; VKG,) + P, VG(: = P, VG;( 1 - I’KG,) = P, VG;( 1 - l’G,K*) 
= P, VG;Q* + P, VG;K*. 
P,VGyQ* = -P,VGyVG,Q* = -P,VG’fVQG, = -QG,, because P,VGyVQ 
=Q. 1 
Remark 5.6. Using 1 - Q = K(l + G, V) we can write KG, - QG, = 
2KG,, - G, + KG,, VG,, thus avoiding Q in the formula. 
THEOREM 5.7. Let 0 be an exceptional point of the third kind for H. 
Assume ,4 > 12 and s, s’ > 6. We then have in B(-1, s; 1, -s’) the expansion 
R(i)=-i~‘P,-i~‘(a-Ini)-‘(.,~)lu+lniP,VG:VP, 
+ KG,, - QG, + KG; VP, + P, VG;K* + P, VG; VP,, 
- P, VG; VKG; VP, - (., P, VG; Vy) v/ - (., y) P,, VG; VI/I 
+ ( ., P, VG; VKG; VI//) I// + (., I+Y) P, VG’f VKG’: Vyl 
+ W’KG: VW, G: W) + I)(., w) w 
-(.,Y>KG~VY-(.,KG~VY)W+O (5.4) 
as c- 0. 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proofs of Theorems 5.3 and 5.5. 
Details are omitted. u 
6. EXPANSION OF E'@)FoR SMALL A 
In this section we give some explicit expansions of the spectral density, 
E’(A), for small A. E(A) denotes the spectral family for H. The results in 
Section 5 imply that the positive eigenvalues of H cannot accumulate at zero. 
It is not known whether H can have positive eigenvalues under assumption 
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(3.1) on the potential. For s, s’ > f and A small E’(A) exists and 
E’(A) E B(-1, s; 1, -s’). We have the representation 
E’(A) = $ Im R(A + i0) = & @(A + i0) - R(A - i0)). (6.1) 
When 0 is a regular point for H, the expansion of E’(I) has the form 
cc j-l 
E’(A) = c c A’(ln A)” Ej”. 
j=l k=O 
(6.2) 
This is a consequence of Theorem 5.1, Lemma 4.1, and a simple argument 
using the self-adjointness of G:. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let 0 be a regular point for H. 
(i) Assume /3 > 8 and s, s’ > 4. We then have in B(-1, s; 1, -s’) the 
expansion 
E’(A) = AEi + O(I* In A) 
as 11 0. 
(ii) Assume /I > 12 and s, s’ > 6. We then have in B(-1, s; 1, -s’) 
the expansion 
E’(A) = IE(: + 1’ In AEi + A*Et + O(A3(ln A)‘) 
as d 1 0. 
(iii) We have the following expressions for the coeflcients. Write X= 
(1 + Go V)-’ and define Y by Y: ln(f Jx --yJ). 
E7=(471)-* (.,X1)X1 
E; = 2(4~r)-~ (VXl, 1)( a, X1)X1 
E; = -XG;X* - 2(4~)-~ (1 - 2y)(VXl, 1)( ., Xl) Xl 
+ (2/~)(47c)-~ (( a, Xl) XYVl + ( ., XYVl) Xl). 
ProoJ The results follow from Theorem 5.1, (2.5), (2.6), (6.1), and some 
simple computations. I 
LEMMA 6.2. Let 0 be an exceptional point of the first kind for H. 
Assume/I > 12 and s, s’ > 6. We then have in B(-1, s; 1, -s’) the expansion 
E’@)=l 
1 
A 7? + (a - In A)’ 
as II 10. Here a is given by (3.5). 
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ProoJ: The result follows from (6.1), using Theorem 5.3 and 
Lemma 3.lO(iii). I 
Remark 6.3. Using Lemma 4.3 to compute more terms in the expansion 
of R(c) we can find the following result: Under the above assumptions on p, 
s, s’ we have 
E’(A) = 
1 
l(n* + (a - In A)’ (.> w> w 
(ln A)” (In A)” 
+ (n’ + (a - In A)‘)’ Xi + (7r* + (a -In A)‘)’ x2 
1 In 1 
+ 
7r2 + (a - In A)* x3 + (x2 + (a - In A)‘)’ x4 
1 
+ @2 + (a _ In 42)’ x5 + own n)“) 
as A 1 0. Xj, j = l,..., 5, are self-adjoint finite rank operators, which can be 
computed explicitly. X, = c( ., u/) v/, c a real constant. The expressions for 
the remaining operators are complicated and are omitted. 
LEMMA 6.4. Let 0 be an exceptional point of the second kind for H. 
Assume p > 12 and s, s’ > 6. We then have in B(-I, s; 1, -s’) the expansion 
E’(A) = -P, VG: VP,, + O(A(ln A)‘) 
as k 1 0. 
Proof. The result follows from (6.1) and Theorem 5.5. Note that (2.5) 
and (2.6) imply (l/z) Im P, VG: VP, = -P, VG: VP,. 1 
LEMMA 6.5. Let 0 be an exceptional point of the third kind for H. 
Assume /3 > 12 and s, s’ > 6. We then have in B(-1, s; I, -s’) the expansion 
E’(1.)=l 1 
A rc*+(a-lnA)* (.,v)w-P,VG;VP,+O 
as A 1 0. a is given by (6.2). 
Proof. The results follow from (6.1) and Theorem 5.7; see also the proof 
of Lemma 6.3. 1 
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7. BEHAVIOR OF eeitH FOR LARGE t 
In order to discuss the behavior of eCitH for large t it is necessary to 
strengthen the assumption on V. Throughout this section we assume 
I ml < 41 + lW4 (7.1) 
for some p > 2. Under this assumption H has no positive eigenvalues (see, 
e.g., [81). 
The results in (5, Sect. 91 are valid in the present case, since they do not 
depend on the dimension m. 
The results on eCifH are obtained from the formula 
N a, 
e -itII _ \‘ e- 
j?, 
irA.ip,i - p, = 
I 
eC”‘E’(L) dl, 
0 
(7.2) 
where Aj are the negative eigenvalues of H, and Pj the corresponding eigen- 
projections. PO denotes the eigenprojection for eigenvalue 0, as above. 
Below we give a few typical expansions for ePitH. Expansions to any order 
can be obtained by our technique, although the computation of explicit 
expressions for the coefficients is rather cumbersome. Note that (6.2) shows 
that in the regular case the expansion has the form 
THEOREM 7.1. Let 0 be a regular point for H. 
(i) Assume /? > 8 and s, s’ > 4. We then have in B(0, s; 0, -s’) the 
expansion 
N 
e -itH _ 5’ e-itAjp, 
,Y, 
J 
= t-*(4ni)-* (., (1 + Go Q3-’ l)(l + Go V)-’ 1 
+ O(t-2-O) 
ast+oo,foranye,e<l. 
(ii) Assume 0 > 12 and s, s’ > 6. We then have in B(0, s; 0, -s’) the 
expansion 
,-itH - $, e-““ipj 
= t-*(47ri)-* (.,(l + Go V)-’ l)(l + Go I’)’ 1 
+ te3(ln t) 2iE: 
+ t-3(iE: - 3(7c - i + iu) Ei) + 0(t-“-“) 
as t -+ 03, where 8 < 1 and Ei, E: are given in Lemma 6.l(iii). 
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Proof. Let Q E CF([O, co)) satisfy #(A) = 1 for 0 < II < A, for some A,, 
0 < A0 < co. Write E’(I) = #(A) E’(A) + (1 - $(A)) E’(n). The high energy 
part (1 - #(A)> E’(h) can be treated as in [S, Sects. 9, lo]. One obtains a 
contribution o(te3) provided /3 > 4 and s, s’ > i. The low energy part 
d(k) E’(A) is treated using [5, Lemma 10.21, and Theorem 6.1(i). The 
expansion is three times differentiable (cf. [S, 6]), so we get an error term 
O(t-‘-“) for any 0 < 1. This proves (i). To prove (ii) we note that the high 
energy part contributes a term o(tm4) provided /3 > 5 and s, s’ > 9. The low 
energy part is treated as above. We also use an expression for the Fourier 
transform of 1’ In 1 obtained from [3]. 1 
In the following results we need the function Q(t) given by 
(7.3) 
a is given by (6.2). Since Q(t) is the Fourier transform of a function from 
L’(0, co), Q(t) = o( 1) as t -+ co. In the Appendix we show 
(7.4) 
We note that Q(t) can be expressed in terms of special functions; see [4, 
p. 261. 
THEOREM 7.2. Let 0 be an exceptional point of the first kind for H. 
Assume /I > 12 and s, s’ > 6. We then have in B(0, s; 0, -s’) the expansion 
iv 
e -itff _ \‘ e-if.iip, = @(t)(. W) v + o(t-‘) 
JY, J 
9 
as t + co. Q(t) is given by (7.3) 
ProoJ: The proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 7.1, using 
Lemma 6.2. As the derivative of l/in 1 is integrable near 0, we get an error 
term o(t- ‘) from the low energy part. 1 
THEOREM 7.3. Let 0 be an exceptional point of the second kind for H. 
Assume /I > 12 and s, s’ > 6. We then have in B(0, s; 0, -s’) the expansion 
N 
e -ilH _ \‘ ,-iU. 
.,T 
‘Pj - P, = t-lip,, VG: VP,, + O(t-‘-“) 
as t+ o3, where 8< 1. 
ProoJ The proof is similar to the proofs given above. We omit the 
details. I 
409’101.‘2 7 
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THEOREM 1.4. Let 0 be an exceptional point of the third kind for H. 
Assume p > 12 and s, s’ > 6. We then have in B(0, s; 0, -s’) the expansion 
e-itH - 5 e-“*jPj-P,=@(t)(.,y)y+t-‘iPoVG:VPO+o(t-’) 
j=l 
as t -+ 00. Here @(t) is given by (7.3). 
Proof: Similar to the proofs above, using Lemma 6.5. 1 
Remark 7.5. Let V be the spherical square well potential: 
V(x)= -; ! 
for 1x1 < rO, 
for I4 >, ro, 
V, > 0, r0 > 0. 
It is possible to choose V,, (or rO) such that 0 is an exceptional point of the 
second kind for H. If 0 is chosen such that the eigenvalue has angular 
momentum I = 1, rank P, VG: VP, = 4. If 0 is an eigenvalue with angular 
momentum 12 2, P, VG: VP, = 0; cf. Remark 6.6 in [6]. See also the 
remarks in [7]. 
Remark 7.6. (i) The assumptions on /I and s, s’ used in Theorems 7.2, 
7.3, and 7.4 are not the best possible. 
(ii) The first several coefficients in the expansions are finite rank 
operators. We have not been able to show this in general. 
(iii) The results in Remark 6.3 give the next five terms in the 
expansion when 0 is an exceptional point of the first kind. We have not 
stated these results in the theorems, as they are rather complicated. Similar 
terms will appear in the expansion in Theorem 7.4. 
APPENDIX: PROOF OF (7.4) 
Let p = e”, a given by (6.2). Then 
It suffices to consider the case p = 1. 
@p(t) = 
( 
j;-‘(I” ‘)I/2 + ja t-‘(lnt)‘/2 ) ~(*2 y;l:, n)Z) dl, 
= I,(t) + I,(t). 
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=I 
In(t-‘(Ill I)‘/9 1 
du. 
-cc ?t= + u2 
Expanding (n’ + u*)-’ in powers of u-’ as u -+ -CC we obtain 
I 
x 1 
-a ?T2 + u2 asx+-co. 
Hence 
Z,(f) = 0 ( In(t-‘(In I)l/‘)) = O (A) 
as t-03. 
-ifA 
Z*(t) = e 
1 cT: 
I -iI 4x2 + (In A)‘) ,-l(,nt)I,z 
The first term is 0( l/(ln t)‘+ ‘I*) as t -+ co. The function 
1 1 
T (7c’ + (ln I)2)1’4 
is decreasing on (0, 00). Hence the second term is estimated by 
1 1 -m 
f t-‘(In t)“* (7r’ + (In f)2)“4 4 j 
1 
0 /1(7c2 + (In 11)2)3’4 d’. 
Thus we have shown Z2(t) = 0( l/in t) as t -+ 03. 
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